Newsletter End of July 2020

Summer 2020 at the Nitza Pool

Dear Pool shareholders and friends
We miss all our friends from abroad. This is the time
when you usually came with your family to spend
your vacation. The virtual postcard (see top of the
next column) we sent a few weeks ago should give
you hope to resume very soon your flights to Israel.
August was always the busiest month in the history
of the Pool. This year is different. For the first time
in all these years we decided to open up for guests
in August and made all kinds of efforts to fill the Pool
as best as possible. It is well understood that we are
extremely careful and that all these promotions are
in line with the restrictions imposed by the Ministry
of Health.
On July 9 the Pool was closed by the Police, when
they classified our Pool a “public pool“. Interestingly
some time ago the Ministry of Health certified the
Nitza Pool as a “private pool“… and private pools
were permitted to continue operating. We asked our
lawyer to investigate … but miracle, miracle - a few
days later the Knesset Corona Commission decided
to allow “pools without a roof“ to reopen, stating
that swimming pools are among the places with the
least infections. After one more “closed“ weekend
our visitors could again enjoy this beautiful
recreational area.
Best wishes - stay healthy
The Pool Management
David Marriott Jacques Korolnyk

Nitza Pool is WiFi connected

Installing WiFi was an important issue on our “To do“
list. Now it is done. Kol Hakavod to Dan Marriott who
volunteered to build up the system. The access code
will be changed frequently to
prevent misuse.
Cards with the current code
are available at the Nitza Pool
Bar counter of Vladimir and
at Sara’s office.
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Exercise class: a jewel in our Pool

The Nitza Pool new kitchen: Vladimir’s
upgraded eatery
“I enjoy almost every day his warm soups - their
smell, their texture, their variety - just as much as
the taste”. “At least once a week we sit in the new
lounge and order his tasty and fresh healthy salads”.
Two statements from Pool visitors. And the kids?
They love his chips… ”The best” they say.

Twice a week ladies gather for an one hour intensive
aqua gym by keeping the social distance regulations.
Hilary Dritz, the head of the class, has built a
demanding gym programme which she teaches with
charm and a lot of energy. The attendees just love it.
Kol Hakavod to Hilary and all the participants.

All his dairy/parve menus are prepared in a fully
equipped kosher kitchen (toveled dishes - food
bought at Sanz and at the market).
The Nitza Pool Bar has really improved. Enjoy your
meal, now also served in the shady new lounge.
Don’t forget an ice cream for dessert … why not
indulge yourself with some rewarding calories ….

No attendance
A well meant evening for non-shareholding apartment owners in our complex ended without any
attendance.
This was the text of the invitation:

Invitation to the
Welcome Evening
We cordially invite non-shareholding
Residents* to the special evening

Tuesday June 30 6pm
in the new Pool Lounge.
We would like to show you the new facilities
and speak about our special ideas to open the
Pool for you. Join us and don’t miss this
opportunity. Please respond not later than

Sunday, June 28
English speakers to David Marriott 058 455 8296
French speakers to Jacques Korolnyk 054 752 2179
* For adults only. Please wear a mask.
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Pool security:“To govern is to foresee“
This famous quote guided all the new ideas we
implemented and in particular a pronounced security
mindset. Here are some more examples next to all
our security related rules in connection with the
Corona crisis:

4. Handrails secure the way to Vladimir’s counter
We observed that some of our visitors had some
difficulties in “climbing“ to the Nitza Bar counter to
get their meals or coffee. We also noticed that we had
to install a tool to prevent falling over the edges of
the beautiful mini gardens.

1. Reactivating and upgrading the Emergency exit

There was always an emergency door heading
towards building 16B. We gave it the importance it 5. Table tennis: preventing accidents
deserves, installed an electronic system opening the
door towards the outside as shown in the pictures.
Vladimir was instructed to check the system on a daily
basis.
2. Special storage area for chemicals

3. Red lines to prevent falling over the steps

Although the floor of the lounge is made of non slip
tiles, we saw table tennis players were slipping. The
reason: The table tennis table is exposed to humidity
and wind carrying smallest amounts of sand. Vladimir
is cleaning the floor twice a day with steam. We have
also fixed a non-slip-floor band. To minimize the risk
of an accident we also ask table tennis players to wear
trainer/gym shoes. Do not play barefoot or with shoe
models shown above and help to reduce the risk of
slipping.

When coming out of the changing room/toilet area
the strong sun light might limit the visibility on the
step. The red line helps to prevent falls.
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A few days ago we tested the new lighting installation
for possible future evening activities.

How do you like Nitza Pool by night?
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